Significance: Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a neuroimaging technique that uses nearinfrared lights to estimate cerebral hemodynamic response, based on concentration changes in oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin. A multi-dimensional decomposition technique, parallel factor (PARAFAC) analysis, has been validated for the identification of artifacts and cerebral activation patterns in electroencephalography and neuroimaging. Aim: We aimed at introducing and validating the use of the PARAFAC model for fNIRS data analysis, which is inherently multidimensional (time, space, wavelength). Approach: Eighteen healthy adults underwent fNIRS acquisition during a verbal fluency task. The signal-to-noise ratio and Pearson's correlation were used to evaluate the efficacy of PARAFAC for motion artifact correction. Temporal, spatial and hemodynamic characteristics of the PARAFAC component allowed to identify task-related cerebral activations. Results: Motion artifact correction with PARAFAC led to significant improvements in data quality and other advantages as compared to traditional 2D approaches (ICA, tPCA). Although PARAFAC revealed a slightly more distributed functional network, temporal and spatial characteristics of the task-related brain activation identified with PARAFAC mostly overlapped with those obtained with commonly used approaches. Conclusion: This study describes the first implementation of PARAFAC in fNIRS and supports it as a promising data-driven alternative for multi-dimensional data analyses in fNIRS.
Introduction
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a non-invasive neuroimaging technique that uses light of at least two different wavelengths in the near-infrared spectrum in order to assess brain activity based on neurovascular coupling. The specific absorption properties of oxygenated (HbO) and deoxygenated (HbR) hemoglobin allow individual assessments of concentration changes in both HbO and HbR separately 1 . Thus, data can be interpreted not only for temporal and spatial characteristics, but also for the wavelength or hemodynamic domain. Compared to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), fNIRS offers lower spatial resolution but allows a more comprehensive representation of the hemodynamic response, and at a faster time resolution (≈ 0.1s). Currently, many of the fNIRS data analysis approaches (e.g. wavelet filtering, decomposition, spline interpolation, etc.) do not take fully into account the multidimensional structure of the fNIRS signal and are limited to two dimensions, often considering either time and space, or time and wavelength 2-4 . Two-dimensional (2D) analyses require that data with more dimensions, such as fNIRS data, undergo superficial unfolding before processing, for example, treating both wavelengths or HbO and HbR independently. Hence, some of these 2D analysis tools are forced to impose other non-physiological constraints, such as orthogonality or statistical independence. To overcome these limitations, a multidimensional (≥3D) approach called parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) 5,6 , or less frequently referred to as canonical decomposition 7 , could be considered as an alternative for the analysis of fNIRS data.
Multidimensional decomposition was initially introduced in the field of psychometrics and linguistics as a tool for multi-factor analysis 6-8 . Over time, its use was extended to neuroimaging signals, such as the analysis of event-related potentials (ERPs) assessed by electroencephalography (EEG) . For this application, decomposition took into account three dimensions: time, space and participants 9,10 . Later, PARAFAC was introduced for data analysis in continuous EEG recordings, taking into account the 3D structure of the time/frequency representation of the EEG signal (time × space × frequency) 11, 12 . The growing popularity of PARAFAC in neuroimaging stems from the intrinsic advantage of multidimensional decomposition, because most data gathered in neuroscience are naturally multidimensional. The data-driven approach could also enlighten new aspects of neuroimaging data 13 .
PARAFAC is a decomposition technique applicable to any dataset that can be described in more than two dimensions (e.g. time, space, frequency, participants, conditions, signal characteristics) and allows for the extraction of different signatures present in the data. It assumes multilinear relations between the different dimensions and usually does not need any other mathematical constraints to find a unique decomposition of the data. It may therefore be used in the data pre-processing steps to isolate artifacts, as well as in the actual data analyses to extract a predominant brain activation, or other relevant characteristics of the signal. Indeed, using a 3D wavelet transformation in EEG data, Miwakeichi and colleagues 12 revealed PARAFAC as an appropriate tool for both the detection of ocular movement artifacts and the identification of dominant brain activation patterns. In their study, some of the components identified using PARAFAC were highly similar to those extracted with principal component analysis (PCA), a well-established approach for 2D decomposition. Specifically, significant overlap was shown for eigenvalues and peaks of time/frequency components, as well as their topographical representations found with PCA and PARAFAC. PARAFAC, using the dimensions of time, space and frequency, has also been applied successfully to the EEG data of individuals with epilepsy, for the purposes of artifact detection and the identification of aberrant cerebral activation 14 . Overall, these studies suggest that in the context of time × space × frequency analysis of EEG data, PARAFAC achieves comparable results to well-established approaches while allowing for easier interpretation, and doing so without imposing non-physiological constraints 11 . Multidimensional decomposition with PARAFAC is not limited to 3D and could potentially be applied to data with more dimensions. In the context of ERP data, PARAFAC as a five-way analysis has successfully been used to identify differences and common characteristics of inter-trial phase coherence across conditions and subjects, including the dimensions of time, channels, frequency, subjects, and conditions 15 .
Although PARAFAC has been applied on NIRS data in the food industry 5 , it has not yet been used in neuroscience. Its application to fNIRS brain data could allow simultaneous analysis of temporal, spatial and wavelength dimensions, the latter codifying the information for concentration changes in HbO and HbR. Hence, after HbO and HbR concentration changes are derived from the optical intensities of both wavelengths, it can be referred to as the hemodynamic dimension. Thus, data analyses with PARAFAC could take into account all relevant dimensions contributing to the fNIRS signal, without artificially separating information delivered by the use of multiple wavelengths in each channel. As described above, because PARAFAC does not impose independence and orthogonality constraints 12 , it can represent the real underlying physiological signals that are mixed in a multilinear structure.
A highly useful application of PARAFAC is that of artifact correction. Although the fNIRS signal is considered to be relatively tolerant to movement 16 , it does include some movement artifacts that can lead to abrupt changes in the light intensity, thus reducing the quality of data. It has been shown that the dynamics of both wavelengths provide important information for artifact detection and correction 17 . However, current techniques for movement artifact correction typically do not take into account the information originating from both wavelengths, thus considering only two dimensions of the signal's structure simultaneously (e.g. time and space) 2-4 .
The bi-dimensional (time-space) decomposition of fNIRS data into components for the purposes of artifact correction is typically performed using principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA). Although there are several ways to approach PCA (e.g. dimensionality reduction 18 , classification 19 ), from the signal decomposition point of view, PCA aims at extracting the principal component, that is the component that explains the greatest amount of variance of the signal 20 . It has been used for artifact removal because it helps to isolate the artifact's signature, or to extract other relevant activities in fNIRS 3,4,20,21 . The data is thus decomposed into a sum of components, each one formed by the product of two vectors: one representing the temporal principal component and the other, the corresponding topography (scores for each channel). A basic problem with PCA is that the components defined by only two signatures (time and space) are not uniquely determined. Therefore, in PCA, orthogonality is imposed between the corresponding temporal signatures of the different components 4,12,22 . Orthogonality is, however, a rather non-physiological constraint. Even with this restriction, the extracted principal components are not completely unique, given that the arbitrary rotation of axes does not change the explained variance of the data. This has led researchers to use different mathematical criteria as the basis for choosing specific rotations (e.g. Varimax, Quartimax, Promax). In fNIRS, PCA has also been applied to target time intervals (tPCA), that is to say only during periods where artifacts related to articulation or other head movements occurred, instead of during the entire unsegmented signal 23, 24 . This type of targeted correction resulted in better signal quality, as compared to wavelet-based filtering and spline interpolation, while also reducing the risk of altering the signal's global integrity 24 .
More recently, ICA has become another popular tool for data decomposition in fNIRS [25] [26] [27] . It has the benefit of preventing rotational freedom 28 . However, uniqueness is achieved at the cost of imposing a constraint even stronger than orthogonality, namely, statistical independence of the temporal signatures 29,30 . Statistical independence is appropriate for identifying artifacts with spatio-temporal signatures that are very different to those of neural activity (e.g. ocular movements), but is less appropriate for artifacts that share spatio-temporal characteristics with neural signals. What is more, ICA is commonly applied to the entire signal in contrast to a target decomposition as introduced in the previous paragraph for tPCA 27 . It may thus be more challenging to achieve a satisfying correction of irregular movement artifacts. In ICA, the maximal number of components (hypothesized sources) equals the number of observations, which in neuroimaging is often rather high. It could therefore, become difficult to identify the artifact's signature, which could be split into several components.
In addition to being used for movement artifact correction, PARAFAC could also be considered as a tool for the analysis of the hemodynamic response. Typically, cerebral activation is characterized by a relative increase of the HbO concentration level, with a slight decrease of the HbR concentration level [31] [32] [33] [34] . Despite the advantage of measuring signals that reflect both HbO and HbR concentration changes, the estimation of cerebral activation in fNIRS studies is often mainly based on HbO concentration changes 33, 35 . This is because the HbO increase is often easier to identify than changes to HbR concentration, due to its greater amplitude and the higher signalto-noise ratio. Furthermore, contradictory findings exist regarding the occurrence of HbR decrease, which is also why many studies favor the interpretation of HbO concentration changes only, without further investigation of HbR changes. However, ignoring concentration changes in HbR poses the risk of false positive results, for instance because higher levels of HbO could actually, for example, be due to an artifact 17 . Simultaneous treatment of both wavelengths or HbO and HbR with PARAFAC would help to overcome this limitation and allow for the identification of typical hemodynamic signatures, i.e. increase of HbO and slight decrease of HbR.
The current study aims to validate PARAFAC for the decomposition of the fNIRS signal to (1) extract and correct movement artifacts, and (2) characterize task-related brain activation. For that purpose, we acquired fNIRS data of 18 healthy adults while they performed aloud a semantic verbal fluency task. First, we compared the use of PARAFAC to two commonly used decomposition techniques for motion artifact correction (tPCA and ICA). Subsequently, we evaluated the spatial and temporal characteristics of language-related brain activation as identified with the PARAFAC model, and compared them to those revealed by commonly used approaches (general linear model, global average).
Methods

Sample
Eighteen native French-speaking adults (Mage = 22.8 years, SD = 2.0 years; female = 10 / male = 8) participated in this study. Inclusion criteria were: being French unilingual (no second language acquired before the age of five), right-handed, born at term, having normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no history of neurological, chronic or psychiatric disorders. Experimental procedures were approved by the local ethics committee.
Procedure and verbal fluency task
Participants sat comfortably in a soundproof and electrically shielded room. They were instructed to relax, to avoid any intentional movements or muscular tension, and to fix their gaze on the center of a screen placed at a distance of 114 cm. Participants underwent a fNIRS recording while they performed a verbal fluency task previously validated for expressive language-related activation 36-38 . The task consisted of 11 different semantic categories (e.g. animals, colors, fruits, etc.), for which participants had to say aloud as many words as possible for each category. The name of the category was presented visually on the screen (Presentations®, Neurobehavioral Systems, 2018). We used a block design paradigm in which periods of rest (fixation cross presented on the screen) and task (semantic category) alternated in 30-seconds intervals. A video camera filmed the entire session, allowing for the visual identification of movements during offline preprocessing. Audio data was used to count the number of words reported per category and to identify the timing of the words, since articulation can induce movement artifacts.
fNIRS data acquisition
fNIRS data was acquired using a frequency-domain fNIRS device (Imagent Tissue Oxymeter, ISS Inc., IL, USA) equipped with 60 emitters, each regrouping two light sources of different wavelengths (690 and 830 nm), and 14 detectors. Emitters and detectors coupled at a distance of 3-4.5 cm allowed for the recording of 106 channels for both wavelengths. Optodes were held in place perpendicularly, using a cap that was fitted on the head of participants in accordance with the 10-20 system 39 . Optical intensity was measured with a sampling rate of 19.53 Hz (Boxy, ISS Inc., IL, USA). The setup covered both hemispheres equally and included the regions of interest for the investigation of language functions, i.e. frontal, temporal and parietal lobes (see Fig. 1 ). A short-distance emitter-detector pair with a distance of 1 cm was placed at the midline in the occipital region. This short-distance pair enables the control for continuous physiological contamination (cardiac frequency, respiration, Mayer waves) in the superficial layer of the head, which is not directly related to cerebral activation 40,41 . 
2.4
Pre-processing
Data analysis was conducted with the use of a homemade toolbox (LIONNIRS) adapted in SPM12 (Statistical Parametric Mapping) 42 in MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc., MA, USA). Preprocessing steps included segmentation of the signal into blocks of 50 seconds (5s resting-state baseline, 30s task and 15s resting-state). Every block was normalized by dividing each time point by the mean of the baseline. A low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz was applied, in order to remove oscillations caused by heartbeat and respiration.
Movement artifact detection and correction
Since our language paradigm required participants to name words aloud, artifacts were mostly due to facial movements related to the muscular contraction of articulation. We performed a semi-automatic artifact detection, using primarily an algorithm to automatically mark segments where an abrupt change exceeded three times the average variance of the signal 43 . Visual interrater inspection based on the signal's characteristics and the video recording led to the final identification of the time intervals with artifacts. These time intervals would subsequently be used to compare the efficacy of different movement artifact correction techniques intended to increase the signal quality (see Sec. 4.7 on statistical analysis). Artifact correction was then applied to these segments using PARAFAC and two commonly used 2D decomposition techniques in fNIRS, namely those of tPCA and ICA.
Two-dimensional signal decomposition for artifact detection and correction
For both ICA and tPCA, the decomposition of the 2D data matrix (whose elements %& are indexed by channel and time points), leads to * components as defined in Eq. 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2a :
The matrix combines two separate data matrices ( 3 , 5 ) corresponding to the 2D structure for both wavelengths. The maximum number of components * could be equal to or less than the smaller dimension of the matrix dimension, i.e. the number of channels or number of time points. Each component is modeled as the product of two factors/vectors which represent signatures of the space ( * ) and time ( * ) dimensions. The unexplained part of the data is considered irrelevant activity or noise ( ).
Artifact correction with tPCA was performed on each time interval previously identified as containing artifacts. From the obtained components we subtracted only the first, which explains most of the variance based on the assumption that the highest variance in the data for each segment is assumed to be caused by the artifact. Artifact correction with ICA was done using Brain Vision Analyzer (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany), and followed the steps proposed by Plank 44 . First, raw fNIRS data were exported and ICA was applied on the entire unsegmented signal, as for the method commonly reported in the literature 27 . Noisy intervals reflecting artifacts were identified by semi-automatic inter-rater artifact detection (see Sec. 4.5). We visually selected the ICA components reflecting the artifact, based first on their time course, i.e. high variation of light intensity similar to the artifact signature. Secondly, we rejected those whose subtraction would induce artificial artifacts elsewhere. Data was subsequently imported back into the LIONNIRS toolbox in order to apply segmentation and normalization (see Sec. 4.4).
Multidimensional signal decomposition
The fNIRS data naturally offers the time courses of all channels for two wavelengths, i.e. two separate data matrices. This data can be arranged in a tri-dimensional array, as illustrated in Fig. 2b . The dimensions of this 3D array are time (indexed by the time points in the analyzed segment), space (indexed by 106 channels) and wavelength (indexed by the two wavelengths). As explained above, PARAFAC establishes a trilinear decomposition of each element of the fNIRS data array ( 789 ) in * components, each being the product of three factors 5 : 789 = ∑ 7* 8* 9* + 789 1* *23
.
(2)
The estimated factors, 7* , 8* and 9* are the elements of the so-called loading matrices , , whose column vectors * = B 7* C, * = B 8* C, * = B 9* C, will represent the temporal, spatial and wavelength signatures of each component (Fig. 2b ). The main advantage of this method is that it provides a unique decomposition of the fNIRS data into components reflecting different activities that do not need to be orthogonal or statistically independent in any of the dimensions. As long as an activation shows a different behavior in one of the dimensions, it can be extracted as a separate component. In this application, the spatial dependency between wavelengths is therefore exploited in order to perform the decomposition.
The uniqueness of the solution is guaranteed when the number of components ( * ) is smaller than the sum of the ranks of the three loading matrices. In the case of noisy data, it is very likely that the loading matrices are always full rank. Uniqueness is thus guaranteed as long as the number of components ( * ) is smaller than half the sum of the number of time points ( 7 ), number of channels ( D ), and number of wavelengths ( 9 ): ≤ (1 G H1 I H1 J ) 5 − 1). For instance, even in a small array of 20 time points and eight channels at two different wavelengths, a unique decomposition could be achieved, using up to 14 components (20( ) + 8( ) + 2( ) = 30 ÷ 2 = 15 − 1 = 14( )). Computationally, the decomposition is achieved by the Alternating Least Squares algorithm, as it has been used in previous studies on neuroscience data 11,12,14,15 . The only (trivial) indeterminacies in the least square solution are the order of the components and the relative scaling of the signatures.
Fig. 2
Schematic representation of the decomposition models applied to fNIRS data: (a) The data is arranged as a 2D data array by vertically concatenating the 2D matrices with dimensions being space (s) and time (t) for each wavelength (w). tPCA/ICA decomposes the array into components, each being a bilinear product of the loading vectors representing temporal ( 7 * ) and spatial signatures ( 8 * 9 * ). The latter is formed by the spatial signatures for the different wavelengths which are represented in components without taking into account their spatial dependence, i.e. for the same temporal signature of each component, there will be two topographies corresponding to the two wavelengths. Matrices = B * C and = B * C, contain as columns the temporal and spatial signatures for all components, respectively. (b) The data is arranged as a 3D data array with dimensions being time (t), space (s) and wavelengths (w). PARAFAC decomposes this array into the sum of components, each being a trilinear product of loading vectors representing temporal ( 7 * ), spatial (channel, 8 * ) and spectral (wavelength, 9 * ) signatures. In practice, the decomposition consists of finding the matrices = B * C, = B * C and = B * C that explain with minimal residual error.
In this work, we used the PARAFAC implementation from the N-way Toolbox 45 , which was included into the LIONNIRS toolbox so as to visualize and apply the decomposition exclusively during selected time intervals and channels. Components were ordered according to their importance in explaining the data's variance (similar to PCA). The scale of the data was kept in the temporal signatures, while the other dimensions are normalized so as to have Frobenius norms equal to one.
Since measures from both wavelengths are sampled simultaneously at each specific position on the scalp, movement artifacts affect their amplitudes similarly. During time intervals containing artifacts, the time courses of the signal from the two wavelengths commonly show a drastic and correlated increase as compared to the task-related or baseline signal 17 . By using multidimensional PARAFAC decomposition, we can take advantage of this information for the adequate selection of components of the artifact's signature. PARAFAC decomposition was specified to extract between two to four components, allowing a clear separation of the artifact signatures representing the artifacts characteristics from the rest of the signal. The appropriate components were selected based on (1) a visual inspection of their temporal overlap with the artifact, (2) the smallest number of possible components that would sufficiently correct the artifact, and (3) components showing similar weights for both wavelengths. Usually, one to three components were needed in order to achieve a satisfactory correction of the artifact, without removing the characteristics related to the true cerebral activity.
2.6
Characterizing fNIRS activation patterns
As a second part of the study, we applied PARAFAC and other commonly used methods to the clean signal to characterize activation patterns and assess the utility of PARAFAC to model the brain response in fNIRS. First, the optical intensity of the two wavelengths was transformed into relative concentration changes of HbO and HbR, done so by using the modified Beer-Lambert Law 46 . For each participant, all blocks underwent detrending in order to align the beginning and end of the segments. Then, in order to characterize the cerebral activation pattern related to the verbal fluency task, three different approaches were applied to the 30-s task period of each block: (i) the General linear model (GLM), (ii) the global averaged concentration changes of each channel, and (iii) the PARAFAC analysis.
(i) General linear model (GLM) assumes that there exist linear relations between different inputs 47 . It has been applied in several fNIRS studies to specify the hemodynamic response function 4, 48, 49 . For each participant, the task-related cerebral activation (y) is modeled separately for every single block, using a GLM defined as = ß`+ ß 3 + ß 5 + ɛ.
(3)
In this equation, ß` is a constant. ß 3 represents the relative contribution of the modeled hemodynamic response 50 (concentration changes of HbO and HbR respectively) based on the temporal characteristics of the stimuli defined in . ß 5 represents the contribution of physiological components measured with the short-distance (< 1cm) source-detector pair , and ɛ represents the unexplained part of the data related to noise or other unknown sources. On a subject-level, individual ß 3 of each channel were averaged. Subsequently, the obtained ß-values were subjected to group-level analysis using a one sample t-test against 0 to identify channels showing significant temporal overlap with the hemodynamic response function, which was modeled based on the stimuli presentation 51-53 . A critical p-value of 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was interpreted as a significant activation. This allowed to derive the temporal and spatial characteristics of the dominant cerebral activation pattern during the semantic verbal fluency task, as revealed by the GLM.
(ii) The computation of the global averaged concentration changes of each channel is a straightforward approach to explore the spatial distribution of the task-related hemodynamic response 4,20 . The relative weight of the short-distance channel (ß 5 ) allows for the subtraction of physiological components from the fNIRS signal. The global average of HbO and HbR concentration changes, for every channel and across each block, was calculated on the corrected signal. For each block, the time points covering from 5 to 20 seconds after task onset were averaged. Channels with significant concentration changes were identified using t-tests on each channel's average signal as compared to 0.
(iii) A PARAFAC decomposition with a single component was applied for each block of each participant's data set after the subtraction of physiological noise from the short-distance channel (ß 5 ). We assumed that after removing artifacts and physiological noise, the activation related to the verbal fluency task would stand out as the main component of the PARAFAC decomposition. In some cases, we obtained signatures with an "inverted" sign (i.e. showing a decrease in concentration changes of HbO related to the task instead of an increase, with the inverse phenomenon for HbR) due to the indeterminacy of the scale of the signatures (see Fig. 6 in Appendix for a detailed description of the different cases found). In these particular cases, the signatures obtained by PARAFAC were subjected to a sign adjustment 5 . We based ourselves on the experimental fact that HbO concentration changes are typically higher than those for HbR. Then, the sign of each pair of signatures was changed to obtain components that represented activation scores of HbO higher than those of HbR, while the mean of the temporal signature remains positive. This type of empirical adjustments has also been reported in other neuroimaging studies 15, 54 .
Similar to the coefficient in the GLM, which indicates how much the signal of a specific channel contributes to the modeled hemodynamic response based on the time course of the stimuli, the temporal signature of the PARAFAC component should represent the time course of the cerebral activation related to the task. The spatial signature (topography) shows how much each channel contributes to the selected component, while the hemodynamic signature contains two relative scores specifying how much its activation is represented in the HbO and HbR signals.
Statistical analysis
In order to evaluate the use of PARAFAC for the correction of movement artifacts in fNIRS data, its performance was compared to the well-established 2D decomposition techniques (tPCA and ICA), with the use of two quality measures. First, for each data segment with an artifact we calculated an estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) before and after artifact correction, as defined by Sweeney and colleagues 55 :
(4)
Here, l 5 represents the signal's variance computed in segments of data, where no artifacts were identified, while m 5 represents the variance of the analyzed signal in a segment where an artifact was identified. As the latter will usually be higher than the former (since it comprises both the variance of the physiological signal and the variance of the artifact), the SNR was expected to be negative whenever an artifact is present in the analyzed segment. After removing the artifact from the analyzed signal, the SNR was computed in order to identify how effectively the artifact was removed from the signal. A zero value for the SNR would indicate equal variances, meaning that an artifact was eliminated to the extent that the corrected signal did not differ from periods in which no artifact was identified. A negative value would suggest that there was some remaining variance from the artifact, and a positive value would suggest that elimination of the artifact probably subtracted part of the relevant physiological activity. Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc tests with Bonferroni corrected p-values were used to compare statistically the differences between the SNR of the uncorrected signal and the signal corrected with the three different methods for artifact correction.
Pearson's correlation coefficients between the time courses for both wavelengths were used as a second measure of the efficiency of the artifact correction 17 . This was based on the assumption that a high correlation coefficient indicates the presence of artifactual signals, since in a clean signal these temporal courses appear much less correlated. We used Fisher's transformation to convert correlation coefficients into z-values to obtain an approximately normal distribution. Repeated-measures ANOVA allowed for the comparison of the mean Pearson's correlation coefficients between the uncorrected segments to those corrected, and this for each of the three methods as well as for a time interval without artifacts (5-s baseline at rest). Pearson's correlation of the 5-s baseline served as a reference for a segment without artifacts and with no task-related cerebral activation.
Regarding brain activation related to the verbal fluency task, we aimed to compare temporal (time), topographical (space), and hemodynamic (HbO/HbR) results specified by the PARAFAC component with results from the hemodynamic response function (HRF) estimated with the GLM, as well as the global average for each channel. Temporal and hemodynamic characteristics were visually compared, based on time courses of the task-related concentration changes in HbO and HbR within the regions of interest (ROIs) as revealed by each of the three methods (PARAFAC, GLM, global average). Our first ROI was defined as the left Broca's area (according to Brodmann 44, 45) and was identified by choosing the two channels showing maximum task-related activation in the left inferior frontal lobe for all participants. Our second ROI was defined as the right Broca's area, thus including the two homologous channels in the right hemisphere (see Fig. 4 ). Comparisons of the spatial characteristics of the task-related activation were conducted for the mean concentration changes of every channel. A one-sample t-test between the relative weight (PARAFAC), the ß 3 (GLM) and the mean HbO and HbR concentration changes (global average) were tested against 0.
Results
From the whole sample of 18 participants, one participant was excluded from analyses, as artifact detection revealed a signal containing too many segments with noise, thus precluding the use of the quality measures to compare artifact correction techniques. The final sample for the validation of using PARAFAC for artifact correction included 17 participants who, on average, completed 10.4 ± 0.9 blocks of the verbal fluency task. During each 30-s block of the verbal fluency task, participants named an average of 14 ± 2.2 words.
Artifact correction
Our comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) included 1,401 time intervals with previously identified artifacts, and which contained a total number of 19,630 channels for HbO/HbR. The uncorrected signal with artifacts has a mean SNR value of M = -0.69 dB (SD = 0.65 dB); the signal corrected with PARAFAC, M = -0.31 dB (SD = 0.58 dB); tPCA, M = -0.33 dB (SD = 0.58 dB); and ICA, M = -0.50 dB (SD = 0.64 dB) respectively. Repeated-measures ANOVA for all conditions (signal without correction, signal corrected with PARAFAC, tPCA or ICA) revealed a significant global effect, F (2.3, 44966.3) = 7550.7, p < 0.001, ɲ = 0.28. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction indicated a significant difference between all SNR. All three artifact correction methods lead to signals with an increased SNR, thus suggesting that all of them resulted in a significant improvement of the signal's quality, as compared to the uncorrected signal (see Table 1 ). According to the mean SNR, PARAFAC achieved the highest correction, followed by tPCA and then ICA. As the number of segments used for statistical analyses was rather large, it was relevant to consider effect sizes. The differences between the SNR of the PARAFAC corrected signal and the uncorrected signal, as well as between PARAFAC and ICA corrected signal, represented large effects (ɲ = 0.45 and ɲ = 0.13, respectively 56 ). In contrast, the difference in SNR between tPCA and PARAFAC corrections was a rather small effect (ɲ = 0.002). Note. Parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC); target principal component analysis (tPCA); independent component analysis (ICA). The table contains the mean differences between the signal-to-noise ratio of the data interval with artifacts for the uncorrected signal, and the signal where the three different artifact correction techniques, PARAFAC, tPCA and ICA, were applied. *Significant difference at p < 0.001 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Within segments with artifacts (n = 9815), Pearson's correlations between the time courses of the signals for both wavelengths were computed for all channels (see Table 2 ). Mean correlation coefficients across all these segments were compared for the uncorrected signals, the signals corrected with each of the three different artifact correction techniques, and the artifact-free signals corresponding to a baseline period. During the baseline, the time courses of the different wavelengths correlated on average at r = 0.47 (SD = 0.33). Both wavelengths correlated on average at r = 0.74 (SD = 0.29) for the uncorrected segments, at r = 0.51 (SD = 0.38) after PARAFAC correction, at r = 0.53 (SD = 0.38) after tPCA correction, and at r = 0.67 (SD = 0.38) after ICA correction. The uncorrected signal with artifacts corresponded to the highest mean correlation, followed by ICA, tPCA, PARAFAC, and finally, the baseline reference.
Mean correlation coefficients of all channels were transformed into z-scores using Fisher transformation, in order to achieve an approximately normal distribution. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference between the five conditions: F (3.2, 30969.8) = 1908.8, p < 0.01, ɲ = 0.16. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrected p-value for multiple comparisons further indicate significant differences of Pearson's correlation of the time course of both wavelengths between PARAFAC and all other conditions (see Table 2 ): 1) PARAFAC vs. uncorrected signal: p < 0.001, ɲ = 0.35; 2) PARAFAC vs. tPCA: p < 0.001, ɲ = 0.01; 3) PARAFAC vs. ICA: p < 0.001, ɲ = 0.14; and 4) PARAFAC vs. baseline: p < 0.001, ɲ = 0.01. Differences in Pearson's correlation coefficients between the PARAFAC corrected signal and the uncorrected signal (ɲ = 0.35), as well as between PARAFAC and ICA corrected signal (ɲ = 0.18), represented large effects 56 . Differences in correlation coefficients between PARAFAC and tPCA (ɲ = 0.02), as well as between PARAFAC and the baseline signal (ɲ = 0.02), represented small to medium effects. Figure 3 provides an example of target artifact correction with PARAFAC and tPCA, illustrating the difference between the 3D and 2D target decomposition for motion artifact correction, respectively. The time course of the three components obtained with PARAFAC decomposition allowed to easily differentiate between the two components with distinct artifact signatures, and the one component representing the clean signal (Fig. 3, left box) . Spatial distribution of each component is shown as a loading matrix and helped to identify in which channels (localization) the artifact's signatures were most important (Fig. 3, upper middle box) . The two components that appear to represent the artifact showed similar scores for both wavelengths, as represented in the wavelength signatures ( Fig. 3, upper middle box) . Artifacts are known to affect both wavelengths similarly, thus equal contribution to a component of both wavelengths is considered a reliable characteristic of an artifact component 17 . On the one hand, signal correction that removes the two PARAFAC components subsequently resulted in a less noisy time interval (Fig. 3, right box) . On the other hand, the first principal component of tPCA seems to catch the characteristics of one of the two distinct artifacts, but not both. Therefore, tPCA only seems to achieve a partial correction. 
Characterization of task-related cerebral activation
Four participants were excluded for the characterization of brain activation, for a total of 14 participants included in the analyses. In addition to the one excluded for the first part of the study (artifact correction), three participants did not achieve satisfactory data quality even after artifact correction (i.e. too many channels were missing due to aberrant amplitude or frequency). The complete topographical representation of all significant cerebral activations for the three approaches, PARAFAC, GLM, and global average, are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Results revealed significant activations for all three approaches in our ROIs, the left Broca's area and its homologous region (see Table 3 ). Figure 5 illustrates the temporal courses of the task-related cerebral activation obtained from the PARAFAC component, GLM and global averaging within our ROIs during the 30-s period of the verbal fluency task. Note. Relative contribution of the two channels in the left Broca's area as defined by Brodmann 44, 45, and the homologous channels in the right hemisphere was evaluated using mean relative weights for the PARAFAC component, mean ß 3 values for the HRF from the GLM, and global average for concentration changes. For each method, mean relative contribution during the 30s of the verbal fluency task was tested against 0 by using a onesample t-test. *One-tail p < 0.05. 
Discussion
This study aimed to introduce and validate parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), a multidimensional decomposition technique, for the analysis of fNIRS data. First, we investigated the efficacy of PARAFAC for the detection and correction of movement artifacts. Second, we explored the usefulness of PARAFAC in identifying the dominant task-related activation in noisy experimental data. For both parts of our intended validation, results were compared to commonly used methods in fNIRS.
Artifact detection and correction
Several studies have shown promising results by using PARAFAC for artifact detection and correction, as well as to extract patterns of cerebral activation in EEG data 11, 12, 15 . Our results are in line with those studies, thus extending the application of PARAFAC for artifact correction and the extraction of cerebral activation patterns in fNIRS.
Signal quality was evaluated using the SNR for segments in which artifacts were detected. All artifact correction techniques resulted in a significant improvement of the signal's quality, and thus a decrease of the noise in the artifact segments. ICA was applied, as reported in the literature, to the entire signal 27 , while tPCA and PARAFAC were target-based, i.e. only decomposing the signal during specific segments where artifacts had been detected. In line with previous findings, our analyses revealed an advantage in applying target corrections (tPCA and PARAFAC) instead of whole-block (ICA) correction, resulting in a better signal quality 23, 24 . Furthermore, comparisons between tPCA and PARAFAC suggest that the multidimensional approach of PARAFAC results in a slightly better correction. This means concentration changes in artifact segments after PARAFAC corrections achieved the smallest variance among the three methods. Nevertheless, it remains important to consider that the difference observed between tPCA and PARAFAC, though significant, has a small effect size, while the efficacy of PARAFAC is more robust as compared to ICA (large effect size). As proposed by Yücel and colleagues 24 , target artifact correction prevents large changes in the overall composition of the signal, and exclusively corrects the noisy time interval of the artifact. It allows the decomposition to clearly sort a component representing the artifact signature, without considering the characteristics of these channels during the intervals without artifacts. Target decomposition techniques are thus beneficial for a precise identification of the artifact's signatures.
Signal quality was also evaluated using Pearson's correlation between the time course of both wavelengths, based on the assumption that different wavelengths (related to HbO and HbR concentrations) assessed at the same location are similarly affected by movement artifacts 17 . Thus, the signal shows higher correlation between wavelengths when it reflects the same movement artifact, compared to a lower correlation for intervals where less or no artifact is present. Of the three different decomposition techniques, correction with PARAFAC led to the lowest correlation between HbO and HbR indices, as well as the correlation index that most resembled the nonartifactual resting-state baseline reference. Even though the resting-state signal has been reported to show slightly different hemodynamic changes, compared to the task-stimulation 18,57 , we consider it a suitable reference for a time interval without artifacts, because it should not be affected by articulation. Two-dimensional decomposition on the other hand, such as ICA and tPCA, analyzes both wavelengths as independent measures of the fNIRS signal, even though they are in fact highly related, since they are acquired at the same location 17 .
Taken together, our results suggest that decomposition with PARAFAC allows an accurate detection and correction of artifacts. Decomposition with PARAFAC offers an approach whereby it is rather easy to make a selection of relevant components that differentiate between signatures related to artifacts or other relevant characteristics of the signal. Its efficacy resembles that obtained from tPCA, but its consideration of the intrinsically multidimensional structure of the fNIRS signal, as well as the absence of orthogonality or independence constraints, stand out as important advantages of PARAFAC. Even if fNIRS is considered to be less sensitive to movements, compared to other neuroimaging techniques such as fMRI, appropriate tools for artifact correction are essential, particularly for data acquired in populations where cooperation is limited, such as children and clinical populations 58 . PARAFAC thus appears to be a suitable alternative to the currently used approaches, and will be a valuable add-on for fNIRS studies and clinical examinations by minimizing the amount of non-usable data and improving data quality.
Characterizing fNIRS activation patterns
We applied a PARAFAC model with one single component, because by using the shortdistance channel, we corrected our signal for systematic influences of physiology, and assumed that the remaining dominant signature represented the task-related cerebral activation. 2D decomposition have previously been used as an alternative to estimate the contribution of physiology to the fNIRS signal 59 . So potentially, PARAFAC could be considered for such a correction as well. Nevertheless, we choose to maintain the same standard procedure to address physiological noise across all three conditions (i.e. GLM, global average and PARAFAC). The use of short-distance channels is considered a valuable and reliable measure for such correction 60 . Furthermore, the component extracted from PARAFAC is coherent with the current literature. We used a semantic verbal fluency paradigm that has consistently elicited cerebral activation within brain regions commonly associated with expressive language, namely the left Broca's area [36] [37] [38] . Therefore, we defined the ROIs as the left Broca's area, as well as the homologous areas in the right hemisphere. We expected that the temporal and hemodynamic distributions would be reflected as an increase of HbO and a slight dip of HbR within these regions roughly 5 seconds after task onset 50 .
The modeled time course indicates that both data-driven approaches, PARAFAC and global average, reveal an earlier onset of the hemodynamic response in contrast to GLM. This illustrates how a data-driven approach provides more flexibility particularly in paradigms or populations where cerebral activation may show alterations, thus does not follow a modelled time course. The three approaches revealed significant hemodynamic responses within the ROI. However, topographical representations of the task-related activation do not clearly differ between GLM and global average, while PARAFAC provides a slightly more distributed activation pattern. Since the GLM imposes a modeled HRF with a specific time course, it may exclude channels with minor temporal deviations, an aspect that has been discussed critically on several previous studies 56,57 . Global average intrinsically represents an approach to both minimizing variability and outlining the most constant information from the data, hence it is not surprising to obtain a more condensed spatial pattern. Both GLM and global average likely show the most dominant activation representing an over-simplified pattern of cerebral activation. Topographical findings from PARAFAC revealed a brain activation that spreads into more cerebral regions known to be involved in expressive language processing 58, 59, 60 .
What is more, given that neither GLM nor global average treats HbO and HbR simultaneously, their results may only demonstrate strong concentration changes in either dimension, while ignoring the task-related dynamics of HbO and HbR. However, PARAFAC components are based on matrices that simultaneously consider time, space and hemodynamic dimensions, thus resulting in a component that considers the dynamics of both. Several studies have emphasized the importance of including both indices of concentration changes, in order to reliably interpret hemodynamic changes 32, 33, 35 . Applying PARAFAC for data analysis in fNIRS would allow a better exploitation of both HbO and HbR indices and their dynamics, hence leading to enriched results.
Usefulness and limitations of PARAFAC
PARAFAC is a data-driven approach based on the linear relations of the three dimensions of the fNIRS signal 5,11,12 . PARAFAC has the advantage of allowing for the three-way arrays of data to be uniquely decomposed into a sum of components, each of which is a trilinear combination of factors or signatures. One of the only statistical requirements of PARAFAC is that of a moderate linear independence across components, i.e. their time course, topography and wavelength characteristics. This is a less stringent requirement than previous models that underly space/time decompositions (PCA or ICA). Each component provides characteristics of a particular pattern identified within the mixed measured fNIRS signal. When there are empirical or theoretical reasons to expect more than one relevant component (e.g. resting state functional connectivity analysis, epileptic activity, physiological aspects, etc.), PARAFAC would also allow to disentangle between several components. Different from ICA, PARAFAC components can be ordered according to their importance in explaining the data's variance 62 . This is why many studies using ICA apply data reduction or clustering techniques such as PCA prior to the execution of ICA 27, 66 . Moreover, when using PARAFAC, the description of the data is based on more dimensions, and with less theoretical constraints (orthogonality, independence) which lead to the identification of fewer relevant components 11,12,67,68 . Compared to ICA, the selection of the relevant components is thus simplified. Importantly, when using PARAFAC, it is not recommended to ask for more than five components, as this increases the risk of overfitting the data with the decomposition model. Usually, three to five components sufficiently describe the signal's relevant characteristics 14 . Similar to PCA, a typical choice made when using PARAFAC analysis, is that of ordering the extracted components according to their contribution to explaining the variance of the data. In this sense, it can be expected that the first PARAFAC component will always represent the highest activity, which, in the case of target artifact correction, will correspond to the artifact activity. This makes PARAFAC also a promising choice to explore the development of simple automatic methodologies for the detection and correction of such artifacts.
Furthermore, as GLM and global averaging treat each channel independently, these techniques provide a narrower spatial representation of the dominant activation. PARAFAC analysis suggests a rather distributed activation pattern, while still revealing a dominant activation within our ROI covering Broca's area. This strongly corresponds to the current understanding of cerebral processing, whereby large scale networks, and not isolated regions, are involved in language processing 58,59,60 . The use of PARAFAC to characterize hemodynamic patterns therefore appears to be more suitable for reflecting the cerebral processes occurring in distributed networks, rather than for the identification of a specific core region. Moreover, the topographic signature correspond to a whole time course of the extracted activations, and can easily be subjected to diffusion optical tomography in order to locate the concentration changes in HbR and HbO in the brain cortex 69 .
Some challenges of PARAFAC have already been discussed in previous studies 11,12 . First, PARAFAC assumes linear relations of the temporal characteristics between different channels. Despite being one of the most common and simple models, imposing linearity may not entirely reflect complex cerebral processes 70 . Some attempts have been made to introduce approaches that tolerate non-linear relations 71,72 . However, to date, linear models remain the most popular approach for analysis of macroscopic data in neuroscience. Thus, it represents a general limit of the domain, rather than one specific to PARAFAC.
A second limitation regards the need for careful preprocessing of data before characterizing brain activity. When PARAFAC was introduced for the analysis of EEG data, the authors emphasized the importance of searching for constant factors, outliers, and degeneracy 9,12 . Detailed information on how to deal with these aspects can be found in previous literature 12 . In the current study, the implementation of PARAFAC into the LIONNIRS toolbox, gave us a certain flexibility regarding the channels and time segments to be included. Thus, we were able to not consider deviant channels when using PARAFAC.
Finally, an application of PARAFAC, not yet tested in fNIRS, is its use as a screening tool. For instance, Miwakeichi and colleagues 12 applied PARAFAC to an EEG dataset in order to extract one component related to ocular movement artifacts, and subsequently used algorithms based on that component to screen a second dataset in order to identify and correct similar artifacts. Although this can be useful for correcting artifacts that have consistent topographical and wavelength profiles, movement artifacts were mostly related to articulation in our study, often showing quite different signatures. A different paradigm may enable the testing of this application of PARAFAC in fNIRS.
Our findings also encourage the general application of PARAFAC for multidimensional decomposition in neuroimaging, where data can often be described on more than two dimensions. Beyond the obvious dimensions of a technique such as that of time × space × wavelength (fNIRS) or frequency (EEG), characteristics of the task paradigm or group variables could also be considered in the decomposition model 15 . For instance, if a "group" dimension was to be included, groups could be compared regarding their relative weight over the main cerebral activation component that would have been outlined from the PARAFAC model.
4.4
Limits of the current study
The use of a language paradigm allowed for the induction of artifacts that were mainly related to articulation, which limits the generalization from our results. From video recordings, however, we were able to acknowledge that swallowing, jaw or tongue movements, eye blinks, and frowning also induced artifacts in our dataset. Further fNIRS studies using PARAFAC, and including different task paradigms and resting-state, could show its utility for a wider range of artifacts. The validation of PARAFAC for artifact correction was conducted by comparing results with two other decomposition techniques. This could be considered one limit of the present study, because we did not consider other correction approaches for comparison. The objective of this study was not to conduct exhaustive and systematic comparisons in order to identify the best method for artifact correction, but rather to introduce PARAFAC as an alternative and adequate method in fNIRS analysis. Future studies could therefore expand the validation of PARAFAC and extend comparisons of its performance to other tools that do not necessarily use decomposition, such as spline interpolation or wavelet filtering. With relation to that, even if there were to be a slight advantage of PARAFAC over tPCA in artifact correction results, the small difference might not have a concrete impact on the applicability of those two methods. Qualitative differences between tPCA and PARAFAC regarding the type of artifacts and corrected signal should be further assessed and described in subsequent studies to better understand how their efficacy may vary according to the artifact's characteristics.
Finally, another limitation related to the generalization of our results might arise from the specific use of the simple least square technique to implement PARAFAC. Other methods have been proposed for estimating PARAFAC models, but some studies have shown that, given the uniqueness of the solution, they do not usually outperform the simple least square technique 73 .
Conclusion
PARAFAC allows for the simultaneous treatment of both wavelengths or HbO and HbR during fNIRS data analyses. Our findings validate previous results in EEG data and promote multidimensional PARAFAC decomposition as a promising new tool for the extraction of relevant signatures represented in the fNIRS signal. The validation of its use for the correction of movement artifacts, as well as to extract the pattern of a task-related cerebral activation, paves the way for its future use in fNIRS research.
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